
The bank consulted Videotronic Infosystems Nederland B.V. to help build a surveil-

lance solution specially designed for ATM services distributed throughout the Neth-

erlands. Videotronic designs solutions for banking, logistics, government and indus-

trial environments. Videotronic has a long history of success using the PROMISE 

storage systems in their designs, so when the client bank needed a solution for their 

ATM network, PROMISE was ready with a brand new series speci�cally designed for 

this type of application. 

ATM surveillance presents unique challenges, especially regarding space available for 

the hardware where the issue of heat dissipation is a particularly important consider-

ation. The system must include advanced surveillance features integrated with securi-

ty external devices on VMS that are required by IT management. Ideally the solution 

will be compact so it can �t inside the ATM machine. It must be extremely reliable, 

have excellent performance and have been comprehensively tested with selected 

VMS.
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Fortunately, PROMISE had exactly what was needed, the new Vess A8020. Vess A8020 

is specially designed for precisely for the criteria needed for ATM surveillance. The 

Vess A8020 surveillance storage appliance is compact for use in a small space; it o�ers 

enterprise level performance needed for high quality video surveillance; is extremely 

reliable and includes PROMISE proprietary technologies such as SMARTBOOST™ 

Storage that have long made it the preferred surveillance storage solution for thou-

sands of customers, large and small, worldwide.

PROMISE Vess A8020 is perfect for surveillance applications where discretion, conceal-

ment and physical security of the system hardware are required. Up to 16ch @1080P 

high de¬�nition cameras are supported without frame loss. Each unit can be operat-

ed, managed and backed up remotely.  

For the bank in Netherlands, Videotronic selected CamIQ VMS solution to run on the 

Vess A8020. CamIQ is a leading VMS provider in Europe. Vess A8020 has been tested 

extensively by the CamIQ o�ce in Germany and is proven to support their wide 

portfolio of VMS solutions. The Vess A8020 is also compatible with other major VMS 

providers. Please go to the PROMISE website for more speci�c information on 

supported and certi�ed VMS.

PROMISE is committed to helping our customers create and maintain video surveil-

lance projects of all types and sizes with proven and reliable technologies combined 

with outstanding service and support. PROMISE surveillance products include 

high-performance, intelligent NVR storage servers optimized for video surveillance. 

Combined with our extensive partner ecosystem, PROMISE will help to make your 

surveillance project a �awless success.
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